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Abstract

During Permian Stage 6 (Wordian, Kazanian) the Pangaean supercontinent was surrounded by a superocean - Panthalassa. An ocean general circulation model has been coupled to an atmospheric energy balance model to simulate the sensitivity of the Wordian climate (~265 million years ago) to changes in greenhouse gas concentrations, high latitude geography, and earth orbital configurations. The model shows a high sensitivity of the ocean circulation to changes in the greenhouse gas forcing, ranging from a forceful southern circulation at low CO₂ concentration (present level) to a more symmetric circulation cell with deep water formation in both hemispheres at high CO₂ concentration (8x present level). The simulated climate with 4x present level CO₂ concentration agrees generally well with climate-sensitive sediments and phytogeographic patterns. In this experiment, the model simulates strong subtropical gyres with similarities to the modern South Pacific circulation and moderate surface temperatures on the southern continent Gondwana, resulting from a strong poleward heat transport in the ocean. An even more moderate climate can be generated if high latitude land is removed so that ocean currents can penetrate into the polar regions or if orbital configurations favor high summer insolation over Gondwana.
1. Introduction

The long-term climate trend during the late Paleozoic era is documented in biogeographic provinces, climate-sensitive sediments and organic productivity (e.g. coral reefs, evaporites, oil source rocks, coals, eolian sands, IRD, and glacial tillites) [Crowley and North, 1991; Ziegler et al., 1998]. These climate proxies indicate a drastic climate transition from an Icehouse world with extensive continental ice sheets during the Carboniferous (~330 Ma) to an ice-free state in the Wordian (267 to 264 Ma). The greatest mass extinction in the Phanerozoic occurred at the Permo-Triassic boundary around 252 Ma. Several hypotheses have focused on changes in the ocean, including a possible stratified ocean with an anoxic deep sea [Sepkoski, 1995; Isozaki, 1997]. The drastic Phanerozoic-Cenozoic climate change [Parish, 1998] was accompanied by a large tectonic reorganization of the continents from a supercontinent Pangaea with an almost closed meridional barrier during the Permian (~290 to 252 Ma years ago) [Seyfert and Sirkin, 1979; Ziegler et al., 1979] to the modern configuration, by a decrease of the solar insolation, and by a significant change in the Earth's orbital parameters.

Simulations with energy-balance climate models demonstrated the importance of reduced solar insolation (~3% lower than the modern value) and low atmospheric CO₂ concentration for the build-up of continental ice sheets during the Carboniferous and Early Permian [Crowley and Baum, 1992]. Several studies indicate that the retreat of these ice sheets during the Permian might be partially explained by an increased atmospheric CO₂ concentration from a value comparable to the modern level ~300 Ma to a quadrupled value around 265 Ma [Crowley and Baum, 1992; Berner, 1994, 1997; Fawcett, 1994; Barron and Fawcett, 1995]. Comparison of the Wordian climate derived from floral and lithological data with simulations from the GENESIS 2 climate model indicate the fit is improved if the model is forced with 4 to 8 times elevated atmospheric CO₂ level
Variations of the Earth's orbital parameters could also significantly change the annual range in temperature. Gibbs et al. [2001] showed that a combination of low CO$_2$ levels (such as present-day levels) and a cold summer orbital configuration produces expanded areas of permanent snow cover.

Ziegler [1998] suggested that the polar warming and a melting of the ice caps could be triggered by a northward migration of Pangaea as evidenced by a decrease of glacial tillites during the Wordian on the southern continent Gondwana. Also, he suggested that the poleward heat transport of warm polar currents might have an important effect on the warming, and this has been documented by an ocean model simulation with idealized topography [Kutzbach et al., 1990]. The importance of oceanic heat transport for a large supercontinent has also been discussed in previous climate studies for Paleozoic times. For example, ocean model simulations for the geographic configuration of the Late Ordovician (~460-440 Ma) indicate an up to ~42% increase in the global ocean poleward heat transport in the southern hemisphere relative to present-day and a significant asymmetry relative to the equator [Poussard et al., 1999].

The purpose of this study is to explore the role of changed radiative forcing and changes of the poleward heat transport during the Wordian. We present sensitivity experiments to investigate feedback mechanisms between various components of the climate system due to significant changes in topography and radiative forcing. In particular we are addressing the following questions: 1. How do the ocean circulation and oceanic heat transport change using a Permian land/ocean distribution and idealized bathymetry in a dynamic ocean model?, 2. How sensitive are changes of the Wordian climate and ocean circulation to changes in the atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration?, 3. How do changes in land configuration near the poles influence the formation of warm circumpolar currents, and how do these currents affect the continental temperatures over
Pangaea?, and 4. How well do these simulated oceanic conditions agree with the geologic evidence? For the purpose, model simulations are compared with climate-sensitive sediments [Ziegler et al., 1998], with phytogeographic patterns [Rees et al., 2001], and are discussed with respect to major identified data/model agreements and disagreements.

2. Model Description

2.1. The coupled model

The coupled model consists of two components, an atmospheric energy balance model and an ocean general circulation model. The use of an energy balance model for the atmosphere reduces significantly the computational costs and complexity in comparison to a fully coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation model. The atmospheric energy balance model (EBM) has been developed by Mikolajewicz [1996] and has been applied to paleoclimatic studies [Mikolajewicz, 1996; Mikolajewicz and Crowley, 1997]. It assumes a balance between incoming solar short-wave radiation and outgoing long-wave radiation, which is proportional to surface temperature $T_{surf}$. The incoming short-wave radiation is reduced by albedo as a function of $T_{surf}$, by greenhouse gas absorption, and by scattering/absorption by clouds, ozone, and dust. The EBM contains a well-mixed vertical layer and is integrated for one day. The horizontal heat transport in the EBM is parameterized as advection with wind derived from an atmospheric climate model and a horizontal diffusion with a coefficient of $10^6 \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$. The EBM is coupled to the ocean model via surface energy exchange and uses specified wind forcing and precipitation minus evaporation (P-E) forcing from an 4xCO$_2$ companion simulation Gibbs et al. [2001], which used the GENESIS 2 climate model [Thompson and Pollard, 1995].
The heat fluxes between the EBM and ocean model are used to evaluate a new distribution of the temperature and sea ice in the mixed layer of the ocean, which is also integrated with a timestep of one day. The resulting new surface condition serves as the new lower boundary condition for the atmosphere. The atmosphere-ocean heat exchange considers a coupling coefficient of 40 Wm$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ to simulate a strong damping for small-scale temperature changes and is reduced over areas of sea ice coverage. The conductive heat flux through sea ice is inversely proportional to the ice thickness and is proportional to the difference between the air temperature and the sea surface temperature (SST) at air temperatures below freezing point.

The Hamburg large scale geostrophic ocean general circulation model (hereafter LSG) [Maier-Reimer et al., 1993, Mikolajewicz and Crowley, 1997] uses a time step of 15 days, a spatial resolution of 3.5°x3.5° horizontally and 22 layers vertically, and allows computationally efficient long-term model integrations of several thousand years. The model generates prognostic three-dimensional fields of the ocean currents, potential temperature, salinity, tracers, sea level, and sea ice thickness. The model includes an explicit formulation of vertical diffusion for temperature and salinity (ranging from 5 x 10$^{-3}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at the surface to 2 x 10$^{-3}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ for the intermediate and deep ocean). Sea ice is advected by the mean surface velocity of the ocean and by the wind with an assumed equilibrium velocity proportional to the surface wind speed.

A simple river runoff model with a bucket depth of 30 cm is included in the ocean model. It transports the net precipitation from the land surface to the coastal ocean areas. To smooth the oceanic surface salinity field, a restoring term towards the mean with a time constant of 100 days was added to the freshwater fluxes. The model is initialized for all Wordian experiments with a mean salinity of 34.3 and a mean temperature of about 4°C (world ocean s average mean temperature today). The reduction in salinity by 0.5 relative to the present-day value is based on the
assumption that water stored in the form of ice, at modern times essentially in Antarctica and Greenland, was probably not present during the Wordian.

2.2. Topography and Land-Sea Distribution

The paleogeographic basemaps including land-sea distribution, bathymetry and land surface elevation are taken from the Paleogeographic Atlas Project of the University of Chicago [Ziegler et al., 1997; http://pgap.uchicago.edu]. Continental positioning is a crucial boundary condition for the atmospheric and oceanic circulation. The ocean circulation depends on the mean depth of the ocean [Bice, 1997] and on the bathymetry, which is poorly known for the Middle Permian. We assume therefore a flat bottom topography with a depth of 4000 m based on the mean depth of the modern ocean. A smoothed transition from the continental shelves to the deep ocean is derived from the modern topography (Figure 1a). The deep Tethys is cut-off from the Panthalassa Ocean.

The Permian paleogeography of Pangaea is reasonably well known, except for the position of islands in the Tethys Sea which belong nowadays to Southeast Asia. Rees et al. [1999, 2001] discussed the uncertainties of the positions of landmasses for these regions based on climate model/data comparison. The altitude of Pangaea mountain chains has a relevant impact on the climate simulations [Otto-Bliesner, 1993, 1998] and has been specified for the atmospheric model simulations [Gibbs et al., 2001]. The estimates of the orography are based on literature on geochronology, tectonics, sedimentary provinces, paleo-volcanism, and paleogeology. The Pangean continent in our base line experiment is extended to the pole because of the coarse resolution model grid. Sensitivity experiments explore the effect of circumpolar currents in the northern hemisphere and in the southern hemisphere (4xCO2N and 4xCO2S) when the land is removed between 70°-90°.
2.3. Orbital Parameters and Solar Luminosity

Previous studies [Crowley et al., 1992] indicate that orbital variations could be significant on a supercontinent. To study the sensitivity of the coupled model to orbital parameters we use the same three configurations as Gibbs et al. [2001]: For our reference run we assume the Earth’s orbit about the sun was circular (eccentricity = 0) and that the Earth’s obliquity (axial tilt) was 23.5°. This setting causes an equal receipt of solar insolation for both hemispheres. Two additional extreme experiments with a hot and cold summer orbit were carried out to investigate the potential impacts of the ocean circulation on surface temperatures of Gondwana and potential implications for ice-sheet reinitiation. Similar to Crowley and Baum [1995], we use Berger’s [1978] extreme values for the Pleistocene with an eccentricity of 0.06 for both experiments and an obliquity of 24.5° for the warm summer orbit (WSO) and 22° for the cold summer orbit (CSO). The Sun’s solar luminosity is thought to have been steadily increasing since formation, a consequence of conversion of hydrogen to helium. According to calculations by Boothroyd (see Caldeira and Kasting [1992]), we chose for the Middle Permian a reduction of 2.1% relative to the present-day solar constant of 1365 W m⁻². Decreases of the earth’s rotation rate with time have been estimated from paleontological analysis [Scrutton et al., 1978] and tidal analysis [Williams et al., 1997]. However, changes from the Permian to present are smaller than 3% and are neglected in the atmospheric and ocean model simulations.

2.4 Atmospheric CO₂ Level

The assumption of atmospheric CO₂ level is crucial for the radiative forcing of the Earth’s climate system. Here we use the functional form of greenhouse gas forcing from Wigley [1987] and a
coefficient from Hansen et al. [1988] (consistent with the IPCC 1990 report) to define the changes in the net radiative flux at the tropopause (in W m$^{-2}$):

$$\Delta F = 6.3 \ln(p_{CO_2}/(p_{CO_2})_{ref})$$

with the preindustrial atmospheric partial pressure (p$_{CO_2}$)$_{ref}$ = 280 ppmv. Berner s [1994] GEOCARB II geochemical model predictions suggested an increase ranging from 1x to 4x elevated CO$_2$ levels. We conducted four experiments with 1x, 2x, 4x, and 8x preindustrial CO$_2$ levels. The latter can be regarded as an upper limit and helps produce a more moderate high latitude winter as suggested by an analysis of fossil flora data [Rees et al., 2001].

2.5. Land Surface
A uniform vegetation (mixed tree and grassland or savanna), Dorman and Sellers [1989], is imposed at every land grid point and is consistent with the experiments carried out by the atmospheric model simulations [Gibbs et al., 2001]. This prescribed uniformity is clearly unrealistic; for instance a significant area of central Pangaea was probably desert. However, interpretations of results in comparison with observational evidence would be even more complicated if a non-uniform vegetation is assumed because of vegetation s significant effect on climate [e.g., Dutton and Baron 1997, DeConto et al. in press]. We are planning climate model experiments for the Permian that will include prescribed vegetation based on the available data. Surface albedo over land is uniform for areas above the freezing point. Snow cover with albedo of 0.85 is assumed for areas with temperatures below the freezing point.
3. Simulation results

3.1. The Wordian 4xCO₂ baseline experiment

The Wordian 4xCO₂ experiment represents a four-times present day CO₂ concentration and will be referred to hereafter as the baseline experiment. The simulated mean global average ocean temperature for the Wordian is ~2°C higher than for the modern ocean simulation (Table 1). Differences relative to the present-day climate simulations are related to, for example, increase in radiative forcing by greenhouse gases, reduction in luminosity, idealized orbital parameters, change in albedo by the reduction in sea ice distribution, and different geography and topography. The North-South gradients of sea and land surface temperatures (Figures 1b and 2a) are related to a maximal net radiative balance in the tropical region and a minimum at the poles. The moderate high latitude marine temperatures are due to oceanic thermal inertia and warm poleward directed surface currents (Figure 3a). These water masses influence, by atmospheric advection, the annual temperatures over the continents. In the northern hemisphere, the annual temperature range is up to ~10°C. In the Southern Hemisphere, the annual temperature range is up to ~40°C over South Gondwana (Figure 4) with minimal temperatures of about -20°C in the winter, which is about 10-15°C warmer than polar climate simulated by Gibbs et al. [2001] (Figure 2b). The simulation produces a significant area where 2-4 months have temperatures >10°C over Gondwana. As a result, the extent of the simulated polar climate biome is generally in agreement with recent Permian data-derived biome reconstructions [Rees et al., 2001]. The pattern of annual salinity (Figure 1c) follows closely the prescribed P-E pattern (Figure 9d in Gibbs et al. [2001]). Differences in salinity of 1 unit between the southern Panthalassa and the northern hemisphere are
related to a strong poleward current (Figure 3a) in the southern hemisphere and low freshwater
input along the east coast of South Gondwana.

Simulated east to west gradients of sea surface temperature in the tropical Panthalassa are about
3°C with coldest water delivered by upwelling in the east (comparable with the modern Pacific;
Figure 1d). In the western Tethys Sea, sea surface temperature shows maximal values of over 30°C
and low values of 27°C in lee of the equatorial island (South China) due to upwelling of subsurface
water masses (Figure 1d). Strong temperature gradients (up to 20°C along the South Tethys Sea
coast) are related to strong cooling of the land during winter. Low salinities in the equatorial region
are a consequence of well-developed ITCZ precipitation. They are additionally influenced by the
The general feature of the tropical ocean circulation in the eastern Panthalassa is comparable to the
modern Pacific and shows significant N-S differences, in contrast to an ocean simulation with
idealized symmetrical topography carried out by Kutzbach et al. [1990]. Typical current speeds are
5-10 cm s\(^{-1}\) in the equatorial region of the Panthalassa (Figure 3a).

Strong subtropical and polar gyres in each hemisphere, centered around 30° and 50°, are simulated
for Panthalassa (Figure 1e). Their strength is comparable with the gyre in the modern subtropical
South Pacific. The poleward currents in both hemispheres contribute to a warm temperate climate
along the west coast of Gondwana (Figure 2a and b). On the east coast of Angara (Laurasia), a
polar surface current streams southward similar to the modern Labrador Current and causes a cool
climate condition around Mongolia (Figure 2b), which is in agreement with Wordian data-derived
biomes [Rees et al., 1999, 2001]. However, the authors suggested, on the basis of floral similarities,
that the cool climate could also be explained if the position of Mongolia would be moved towards
Angara.
The deep ocean, as simulated, also differs from modern. Below 1500 m depth mean salinity is 34.25 and temperature is 5.4°C (compared to 34.66 and 3.8°C for the modern ocean simulation). Main locations for deep water formation (as inferred from maps of potential energy loss by convection; Figure 1f) are northeastern Panthalassa in the northern winter and southeastern Panthalassa in the southern winter. The deep circulation in high latitudes is opposite to the surface circulation (Figure 3b). A powerful westward flow moves across Panthalassa near 70°. At the east coast of Pangaea, deep western boundary currents circulate in both hemispheres towards the equator. This feature is in agreement with the idealized model of Stommel and Arons [1960]. They envisioned the ocean as a two-layer model with localized sinking at both hemispheres from the upper to the lower layer, and a wide spread of water masses from the abyssal layer into the wind driven upper layer. In accordance with their theory, low current velocities with minima around 30° are simulated in the interior of Panthalassa, which might have implications for an accumulation of organic material from the surface. Remineralisation and oxidation of the accumulated organic matter might cause anoxic conditions in these locations.

### 3.2. Response of the simulated Wordian climate to changes in atmospheric CO₂

An increase in atmospheric CO₂ concentration from a value comparable to the modern level around 300 Ma to a quadrupled value around 250 Ma has been suggested by geochemical model calculations [Berner, 1994; Berner, 1997]. To investigate the sensitivity of the ocean heat transport and deep sea ocean circulation with increasing atmospheric CO₂, three additional experiments were carried out with 1x, 2x, and 8x elevated CO₂ levels and corresponding changes in the radiative forcing of 0, 4.3, and 13.1 W m⁻². Differences in global average of sea surfaces temperatures between the 8xCO₂ level and 1xCO₂ are 7.1°C (Table 1) and more than 8°C in the Tethys Sea.
(Figures 5a and c). The 1xCO2 simulation fails to generate moderate climate in southern Gondwana as a result of the cool surface temperatures, and hence is at odds with reconstructed biomes [Rees et al., 2001], while the 8xCO2 simulation produces the most moderate climate (Figure 5c). However, the 8xCO2 simulation produces a very warm mid-latitude climate (20°C isoline at a latitude of ~40°) and high latitude climate, which are in conflict with BIOME reconstruction from Rees et al. [2001]. Pole to equator gradients of air surface temperature in the 1xCO2 experiment (Figure 5b) are estimated to be ~10°C higher than the 4xCO2 baseline experiment because of effective sea-ice albedo feedback in the northern hemisphere. The model simulations indicate a sensitive response of the change in sea-ice extent in the northern hemisphere to an increase of radiative greenhouse gas forcing (Figure 6a and b). Sea-ice coverage in the northern hemisphere in the 1xCO2 experiment would be at odds with water masses derived from the climate-sensitive sediments (see section 5). The area covered by sea-ice is decreased by ~1/3 if the atmospheric CO2 concentration is doubled from the 1 to 2xCO2 (Figure 6b, Table 1).

Using the zonal average profile of net radiation for annual mean conditions at the top of the atmosphere (QTA), we can estimate the total poleward heat transport in the ocean—atmosphere system (TTOT) as a sum of the poleward heat transport by the atmosphere (TA) and by the ocean (TOC):

$$Q_{TA} = \int_{\phi=\pi/2}^{\pi/2} Q_{TA} 2\pi R^2 \cos \phi \, d\phi$$

where QSW and QLW are short-wave and long-wave radiation, A is albedo and R is earth radius.

The global annual mean and zonally averaged heat transport for the 4xCO2 experiment is displayed in Figure 7a. The global heat transport has some similarities to the modern one (not shown here) and is in agreement with other Phanerozoic climate studies [Poussart et al., 1999]. The transport is
generally dominated by the atmosphere, but in southern low latitudes by the ocean. The oceanic heat transport for the present-day (Figure 7b) is comparable with previous simulations of Maier-Reimer et al. [1993], which is at the lower bounds of observations as a result of the coarse model resolution. Our simulations produce considerably larger heat transport for the mid and high latitudes (up to 1 PW at 50°S) than found in the study of Gibbs et al. [2001] where the ocean heat transport estimate is based on a heat diffusion parameterization. Our results are more in agreement with earlier results of Kutzbach and Ziegler [1993] who used a prescribed heat transport from an ocean simulation with idealized symmetric topography [Kutzbach et al., 1990]. The oceanic heat transport changes significantly for the Wordian simulations especially in the northern hemisphere, as the CO₂ level changes. For 1xCO₂, large sea ice coverage in the northern hemisphere prevents deep-water formation in the northern high latitudes resulting in a thermohaline circulation dominated by a southern circulation cell (Figure 8a). Experiments with increased CO₂ levels and decreased sea ice coverage indicate formation of deep water in the northern high latitudes and a generation of a northern circulation cell (Figure 8c-d). Even with higher CO₂ levels the southern circulation cell is stronger as a consequence of the asymmetrical land-sea distribution (a symmetrical cell can be obtained if symmetrical continent configuration and surface buoyancy forcing is applied [Kutzbach et al., 1990]).

3.3. Response to circumpolar currents

Ziegler [1998] suggested that the absence of warm polar currents, as occurs for example in experiments without a 3-D OGCM, might explain the high-latitude cold bias of recent Permian climate studies as inferred from data/model comparisons [Rees et al., 2001]. To explore this possibility in greater detail, experiments 4xCO₂N and 4xCO₂S use the same boundary conditions as
the Wordian baseline experiment but include the possibility of a northern and a southern circumpolar current by removing land between 70° to 90°. Global averages do not change dramatically in these runs, but the resulting changes of currents have an impact on the climate conditions over high latitude land masses (Figure 9). With a circumpolar current, polar air surface temperatures are above the freezing point in the annual averages (Figure 9a and c). Note that the boundary conditions used (section 2.2) exaggerated the amount of polar land. In reality, these sensitivity experiments provide climate conditions that might have prevailed.

In experiment 4xCO2N, the warm eastward moving currents of middle north latitudes bend to the north (comparable with the flow of the present North Atlantic current into the Arctic Region) and joins the northern circumpolar current (Figure 9b). A similar feature is simulated with a southern circumpolar current (Figure 9d). Differences between these simulations are related to the asymmetrical continent configuration and the imposed wind stress (which is for all experiments to be the same). The poleward heat transport into the circumpolar currents generates a warmer climate along the adjacent coasts over both Angara and Gondwana respectively. Air surface temperatures in the southern polar region are comparable with those on the modern Norwegian Coast (e.g. near Bod) influenced by the North Atlantic Current and are up to 8° C warmer than the simulated air surface temperatures in the Wordian baseline simulation (section 3.1).

3.4. Response to changes of the orbital parameters

Two extreme orbital configurations, one with hot summer orbit (HSO) and one with cold summer orbit (CSO) are considered. Otherwise, the same boundary conditions as for the Wordian baseline experiment with circular summer orbit (section 3.1) are applied. High-latitude summer temperatures are sensitive to changes in the orbital configuration and play a critical role in snow
accumulation and formation of continental ice sheets in these areas. Early Jurassic EBM simulations result in maximum surface temperature changes of up to ~15°C [Crowley et al., 1992]. Simulations of Gibbs et al. [2001] indicate that significant differences between HSO and CSO configurations result in some changes in south polar snow accumulation and hence affect high-latitude climate reconstructions. Here, orbital configurations are selected such that the southern hemisphere summer will be warmest with HSO and northern hemisphere will be warmest with CSO. Our simulations show HSO minus CSO differences in summer surface temperatures for the southern hemisphere (Figure 10a) of ~+20 °C centered over Gondwana and for the northern hemisphere of ~-10 °C centered over Euramerica (Figure 10b). These significant temperature changes have implications for the length of the growing season and calculation of modeled biome in a fully coupled ocean-atmosphere climate model. The positive temperature anomaly in the northern hemisphere in Figure 10a may be due to a positive ice albedo feedback mechanism in the WSO experiment. Changes of the orbital parameters have only little effect on the global annual mean air surface and ocean temperatures (Table 1), similar to results from the Late Ordovician climate sensitivity experiments of Poussart et al. [1999].

5. Comparison with Climate-Sensitive Sediments

Ziegler et al. [1998] constructed climate maps for the Wordian (Figure 11a) based upon Wordian sediments and their present-day relationship of sediments to characteristic water masses (Table 2). The climate-sensitive sediments have been compared with modern marine climate properties, in particular temperature, salinity and productivity related effects. The water mass boundaries listed in Table 2 are based on a summary of parameters derived from ocean scale atlases. The boundaries of characteristic water masses (defined by specific temperature and salinity ranges and strength in
upwelling) are chosen somewhat arbitrarily because it is difficult to select particular values that universally represent significant climate changes and transitions on the Paleozoic time scale. The water masses of Ziegler et al. [1998] are classified in eight categories (Table 2). These are briefly described (Figure 11a) and then compared with our model simulations for the Wordian (Figure 11b):

1. **Glacial climate:**
   
   **Data:** Occurrence of permanent ice flows (like most of the modern Arctic Ocean, or ice shelf of Antarctica) generated by outflow of cold air. Tills could be expected along mountainous coasts of these regions. Sediments of this category are known in the Early Permian but have not been found in Wordian rocks.

   **Model:** Glacial climates (sea surface temperatures < -1.8°C) are not simulated by the 4xCO₂ Wordian baseline experiment.

2. **Cold temperate climate:**
   
   **Data:** The water masses are defined by the extent of sea ice in the winter season and correspond closely to the 0°C isotherm (e.g. similar to conditions in the modern Labrador Current). Dropstones and rhythmites would be indicative of this environment in the fossil record and have been identified in the geological record of Tasmania along the southeastern coast of Gondwana (Figure 11a).

   **Model:** The model (Figure 11b) simulates moderate conditions along the south-polar east coast from Gondwana where data indicate a cold temperate condition. Warm conditions (sea surface temperatures of ~4°C in winter times; Figure 4c) are related to the heat transport by polarward currents modeled for these regions. In an effort to resolve this data/model discrepancy we propose
that the Tasmanian seas might represent a re-entrant in the coast, isolated from the warming effects of the open ocean currents.

3. **Wet temperate climate:**

**Data:** Temperatures between 0°C and 20°C and brackish conditions (salinity below 32) define this climate zone (for example modern Baltic Sea or Canadian West Coast). Peats are characteristically developed around the margins of these characteristic water masses and organic muds are commonly associated in the center of these areas with high precipitation. The swamp deposits depend on consistency of rainfall through the annual cycle, or at least through the warmer months (Lottes and Ziegler, 1994), and for confined seaways or broad shallow shelves this translates into lowered salinities. The associated surface runoff provides for abundant nutrients and a stratified water column which in turn allows for organic preservation. The geological data (Figure 11a) for this water mass are best seen around Angara but also occur around southern Gondwana.

**Model:** Simulated high precipitation [Gibbs et al., 2001] and low salinities (Figure 1b) of the high-latitude west coasts of Angara agree with the geological recognition of the wet temperate climate category. In addition, model results show wet temperate regions in northern India along the shore of the southern Tethys Sea similar to the geological findings. These climate conditions are essentially related to the advection of moist tropical air masses and enhanced precipitation. Interestingly, the model shows a wider extent of this water mass type than had been inferred from the geological data but the model results are nevertheless entirely consistent with the data. Here the original water mass interpretation was simply too conservative.
4. **Temperate climate:**

**Data:** Temperature in this climate zone ranges 0°C and 20°C and salinity between 32 and 37 (e.g. Kuroshio Current for modern climate). No particular climate indicators have been identified for this zone, but peats are quite common due to low evaporation rates in mid to high latitudes.

**Model:** The equatorial margin of the water mass in this climate zone is placed around 30° latitude for the Wordian 4xCO₂ simulation (Figure 11b), similar to the reconstructed equatorial margin from climate-sensitive sediments (Figure 11a). The bias between model results and the reconstructions on the West Coast of Pangaea can be explained by the more poleward location of main upwelling areas, which are centered in the model around the equator as a response to the wind stress and topography.

5. **Cool subtropical upwelling zones:**

**Data:** This category is defined by zones, which are mainly limited to the subtropical belt and equatorial region where Ekman-induced upwelling produces high organic productivity and nutrient content. Formation of organic muds and phosphorites constitutes the recognition of these upwelling zones. No attempt was made to map the equatorial upwelling zone as the Permian ocean floor has been subducted and the sedimentary evidence destroyed.

**Model:** Upwelling is mapped as green shaded areas and is defined to have upward current velocities greater than 1 x 10⁻⁶ m s⁻¹ (Figure 11b). Typical regions are the coastal upwelling along the west coast of Gondwana at locations comparable with modern Californian coast or the Coast of Peru. A strong upwelling belt is located along the Equator similar to the modern Pacific and around islands. This equatorial upwelling includes shallow platform seas of the South China microcontinent and is actually supported by the presence of organic rich shales and phosphorites.
These were originally interpreted as indicating the wet tropical water mass (Figure 11a) but the upwelling interpretation fits equally well.

6. **Dry subtropical climate:**

**Data:** Areas with low precipitation minus evaporation with salinity greater than 37 provide favorable conditions for evaporite deposition in coastal lagoons and broad platform seaways (Figure 11a).

**Model:** Low precipitation and high salinities are simulated along the southeastern Tethys Sea (Figure 1c), South China, or the West Coast of Euramerica in agreement with the geological evidence. In addition, embayments along the northern coast of Euramerica have been identified to be dry from model simulations (Gibbs et al. in press) and geological data. However, the ocean model does not resolve this area because of the coarse resolution of the model (Figure 11b).

7. **Tropical climate:**

**Data:** Surface temperatures greater than 20°C and normal salinity, which allows carbonate build-up and bottom productivity, characterize this water mass (Figure 11a). Carbonate build-ups are generally not found in the geological past above 35° of latitude, as shown by paleomagnetic data [Hulver et al., 1997]. This latitudinal restriction constitutes the zone of light penetration to the sea floor as controlled by the Sun’s zenith angle (Ziegler et al., 1984).

**Model:** Model simulations (Figure 11b) are in agreement with climatic reconstructions (Figure 11a), but deviations on the west coast of Pangaea are associated with upwelling areas, which cannot be entirely resolved with the coarse model resolution.

8. **Wet Tropical:**

**Data:** Areas with tropical temperatures and salinities below 32 are defined to have relatively brackish conditions. Organic-rich shales do not seem to be associated with wet tropical climate at
modern times, but they almost certainly occurred in the Wordian (e.g. in the South China, Figure 11a).

Model: Wet tropical conditions are simulated in the southern Tethys Sea, for the east coast of North China, and the southern coast of South China (Figure 11b). Such areas are characterized by high river runoff, and/or high precipitation (e.g. along the intertropical convergence zone) and correlate well with tropical coals of these areas.

6. Summary and Discussion

We simulated the Wordian climate with a coupled atmosphere-ocean model (EBM and LSG) using realistic land ocean geometry. The model results (4xCO$_2$ baseline experiment) produce (1) surface water masses with temperature characteristics which are warmer and fresher than at modern times in the high latitudes, (2) a strong westward equatorial current which is blocked by islands at the eastern Tethys Sea, (3) warm poleward currents along the Tethys coast and east coast of Gondwana, (4) cold equatorward currents along the east coast of Angara, (5) two large meridional circulation cells with deep water formation at the poles, and (6) a warm deep sea with low current speed in the eastern equatorial Panthalassa. The model results were compared with climate-sensitive sediments (section 5) and with other climate simulations. The 4xCO$_2$ baseline experiment shows the best agreements with the paleoclimatic data (section 5). Our experiments suggest that a low CO$_2$ concentration (1xCO$_2$) would cause significant data-model disagreements. Low CO$_2$ concentrations would be favorable to explain the glacial climate over Gondwana during the Permo-Carboniferous glaciation [Crowley and North, 1981], whereas using high CO$_2$ (8xCO$_2$ experiment) concentration simulates too warm conditions in the high latitudes and would be in conflict to CO2 estimates from Berner [1997]. Uncertainties remain, for example related to an inadequate
representation of the water-vapor feedback mechanism in energy balance models [Pierrehumbert, 1995; Bates, 1999], which might alter our results as well as those from previous studies significantly. Also, consideration of Permian to modern changes in the aerosol loading by e.g. volcanic activities related to mid-ocean ridges or subduction processes and concentration of trace gases might be relevant for the radiative budget, but there are no estimates of these properties available so far. We also infer from our simulations that changes of the astronomical parameters have a significant impact on the climate over Gondwana, a general agreement with previous studies [Crowley et al., 1992]. The solutions of the simulations with the coupled atmospheric energy balance ocean general circulation model might result in multiple steady states. However, we expect that the stability of our simulations is robust because of the asymmetry of the geography of Pangea in respect to the equator. Preliminary results from simulations with a transient CO$_2$ radiative forcing from two times CO2 to one times CO2 support these findings.

Interestingly, we showed that an existence of circumpolar currents would influence the temperature of adjacent high latitude coasts. In comparison with the previous study of Gibbs et al. [2001], temperature changes over Gondwana were simulated to be up to 15°C higher in the annual mean. Paleogeographic and topographic reconstruction of islands is still very speculative. For example, we deduce from our experiments and comparison with those of Kutzbach et al. [1990] that a more southward position of South China would imply a higher heat transport into the Tethys Sea and a warming of the adjacent coasts.

7. Conclusion

The results of our simulations emphasize that ocean poleward heat transport is important for climate simulations. Previous model studies using parameterized simplified ocean heat transport
identified a significant model-data disagreement by estimating a too cold polar climate over Gondwana. In contrast, our simulations with the energy balance climate model coupled to a dynamic ocean model show considered warming in the polar regions. A four times elevated CO₂ level would generally match the reconstructions from climate-sensitive sediments and phytogeographic patterns. Regions of slow currents in the deep Panthalassa have implications for carbon accumulation and low oxygen conditions. The simulated Panthalassa deep sea circulation shows a high sensitivity to the ice-albedo feedback and radiative greenhouse gas forcing.

The outcome of this study will be helpful for the design of future asynchronous or fully coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation studies, which could include sensitivity experiments in respect to water-vapor formulations and dust/aerosol estimates, as well as changes in the geography and ocean topography. We have started to carry out such simulations with an idealized geography. In addition, a coupling of ocean-atmosphere climate models to the biogeochemical models would give a more detailed insight for possible anoxic conditions in the Panthalassa ocean and might have implications for the Late Permian mass extinction.
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Table 1. Climate simulations for the Wordian ocean are compared with the present-day experiment (preindustrial CO$_2$ concentration of 280 ppm). The Wordian experiments in response to 4 times preindustrial CO$_2$ concentration (4xCO$_2$) are defined to be the baseline experiment. Additional experiments investigate the change of the Wordian climate due to changes in the radiative greenhouse gas forcing (1xCO$_2$, 2xCO$_2$, and 4xCO$_2$). Experiments 4xCO$_2$ with northern circumpolar current (N) and southern circumpolar current (S) between 70$^\circ$-90$^\circ$ explore the effect of warm polar currents on the Permian climate in high latitudes. The response of the Wordian climate to different orbital configurations (cold summer orbit CSO and hot summer orbit HSO) is studied by using experiments 4xCO$_2$CSO and 4xCO$_2$HSO. Annual averages are given for global mean temperature of the ocean $T_o$, mean sea surface temperature (SST), mean surface air temperature (SAT), and poleward heat transport of the ocean ($T_{oc}$) at 30$^\circ$N and 30$^\circ$S. $A_{ICE}$ denotes the ratio of ice-covered area to total surface ocean area for the North Hemisphere (NH) and South Hemisphere (SH). $V_{ICE}$ is the total ice volume in percent.

Table 2. Surface water mass classification.

Figure 1. Model topography (a) and annual-average of modeled sea surface temperature (b), surface salinity (c), vertical velocity between surface layer and second model layer (d), barotropic stream function (e), and potential energy loss by convection (f) for the Wordian climate with 4xCO$_2$ (contour interval: 0.5km, 2°C, 0.5, 1.5 $10^{-6}$ m s$^{-1}$, and $10^6$ m$^3$ s$^{-1}$).
Figure 2. Annual-average of air surface temperature in °C for the Wordian climate with 4xCO₂ (a) and differences of (a) to the study of Gibbs et al. [2001] (b) (contour interval: 10°C and 1°C).

Figure 3. Annual-average of horizontal velocity at the surface (a) and in the deep sea (~3200 m; b) for the Wordian climate with 4xCO₂.

Figure 4. Left: January (a) and July (c) modeled sea surface temperature for the Wordian climate with 4xCO₂ (contour interval: 2°C). Right: January (b) and July (d) air surface temperature for the 4xCO₂ experiment (contour interval: 5°C).

Figure 5. Left: Annual-average of modeled sea surface temperature for the Wordian climate with 1xCO₂ (a), and 8xCO₂ (c) (Contour interval: 2°C). Right: Annual-average of air surface temperature in °C for the 1xCO₂ (b) and 8xCO₂ (d) experiment (contour interval: 5°C).

Figure 6. Annual-average of sea ice distribution in [m] for the 1xCO₂ (a) and 2xCO₂ (b) Experiment (contour interval: 0.1 m).

Figure 7. Meridional profile of the poleward transport of heat in PW (10^{15} W). (a) Heat transport by the ocean (T_{OC}), atmosphere (T_{A}) and total heat transport (T_{TOT} = T_{A} + T_{OC}) for the Wordian climate with 4xCO₂. (b) Heat transport by the ocean (T_{OC}) for the 1xCO₂, 2xCO₂, 4xCO₂, 8xCO₂, and present-day experiment. For comparison, heat transport calculated by diffusive parameterization in the mixed-layer for the Wordian with 4xCO₂ [Gibbs et al., 2001] is displayed.
Figure 8. Zonally averaged Atlantic meridional circulation for the Wordian climate with 1xCO₂ (a), 2xCO₂ (b), 4xCO₂ (c), and 8xCO₂ (d) (contour interval: 5 Sv = 5 x 10⁶ m³ s⁻¹).

Figure 9. Left: Annual-average of modeled difference in air surface temperature in °C between the 4xCO₂ experiment with northern circumpolar current (a) and southern circumpolar current (b) and the 4xCO₂ baseline experiment. (Contour interval: 5°C). Right: Annual-average surface velocities for the 4xCO₂ experiment with northern circumpolar current (a) and southern circumpolar current (b).

Figure 10. Difference of air surface temperature in January (a) and July (b) between the simulation with hot summer orbit (4xCO₂HSO) and cold summer orbit (4xCO₂CSO) configuration. Note that the cold summer orbit configuration for the southern hemisphere corresponds to a hot summer orbit configuration for the northern hemisphere (contour interval: 2°C).

Figure 11. (a) Wordian (Kazanian, Early Maokouan) climate sensitive sediments and reconstructed water masses from Ziegler et al. [1998]. (b) Water mass classification derived from the climate simulation with 4xCO₂.
Table 1. Results from the Wordian ocean simulations (annual averages):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>$T_o$ [°C]</th>
<th>SST [°C]</th>
<th>SAT [°C]</th>
<th>$A_{ice(NH)}$ [%]</th>
<th>$A_{ice(SH)}$ [%]</th>
<th>$V_{ice}$ [10^{12} m^3]</th>
<th>$T_{oc}$ [PW] at 30°S</th>
<th>$T_{oc}$ [PW] at 30°N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present Day</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>-1.45</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (4xCO2)</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.71</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1xCO2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-2.40</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2xCO2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-1.65</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8xCO2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.78</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4xCO2N</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4xCO2S</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.74</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4xCO2CSO</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4xCO2HSO</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.74</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Surface water mass classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate Zone</th>
<th>Water mass essentials</th>
<th>Geological recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glacial</td>
<td>Surface permanently frozen</td>
<td>Marine till</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold Temperate</td>
<td>Winter ice flows</td>
<td>Dropstones, rhythmites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet Temperate</td>
<td>Brackish surface water</td>
<td>Temperate peats, organic rich shales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>Mixed water column</td>
<td>Clastics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool Subtropical</td>
<td>Upwelling currents</td>
<td>Organic-rich shales, phosphorites, cherts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Subtropical</td>
<td>High evaporation</td>
<td>Gypsum, halite, sabkha facies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical</td>
<td>Deep light penetration</td>
<td>Carbonates, oolites, coralgal reefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet Tropical</td>
<td>High precipitation or continental runoff</td>
<td>Tropical peats, muddy sediments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SST &gt;20 °C, salinity &lt; 32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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